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Innovation has a
perception problem.
While lots of us are talking about it, many think
of it as a buzzword, or conflate innovation with
invention – new ideas like the cure for an illness,
or the next Google Maps. We are caught in a
loop of innovation hype.
In truth, innovation is much simpler –
and broader.
Every single person and every organisation
can innovate. A smart idea can come from
anyone, anywhere; a local employee or a foreign
competitor; an old supplier or a new customer;
another industry or a research paper.
And implementing these ideas, whether in a
new context or bringing them to life for the

first time, can create and capture value.
Innovation is the key driver of business
productivity growth, which translates
directly into national economic growth.1
An entrepreneur who repackages an existing
product to broaden its appeal beyond its
traditional audience can create a new market.
A manager who reforms an internal process
to make it more efficient can improve their
organisation’s productivity.
These activities are less readily identified
as innovation by most. But academics and
governments, from Joseph Schumpeter in the
1930s to the OECD today, acknowledge their
role. More recently, work by the Brookings
Institute and the Centre for London shows
that localised precincts inside cities can offer
diverse benefits.2
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Changes at a process, marketing and
organisational level can be just as important
as product innovation in creating and capturing
value. For example, research shows that:
·· Australian businesses that introduced
new organisational or managerial processes
were 3% more likely to achieve above
average revenue growth3
·· Implementing improved managerial
processes increased productivity by
11% and profitability by $230,000
annually in a controlled trial4
·· After controlling for country, sector,
employees, skill, and hours worked, a
“single point improvement in management
practice score is associated with the same
increase in output as a 25% increase in
the labour force or a 65% increase in
invested capital” 5
·· Process innovation in an organisation
increased productivity growth by 1.5%
in the year it was introduced, and had a
positive impact on productivity growth
for three years after its introduction6

·· Introducing an innovative customer-focused
marketing campaign increased returns
on investment, while businesses that
implemented the campaign saw a resultant
increase in profits by $1 million on average.7
These benefits can add up – locally
and nationally.
Organisations that reported completing any
type of innovation, whether organisational,
managerial, process or product, were more
likely to report a productivity improvement in
the following year.8

With Australia facing declining commodity
prices, falling terms of trade, and an ageing
population, improving national productivity
is key. According to Phillip Lowe, when he was
speaking as Deputy Governor of the RBA:
“over the next decade or so, if we are to
achieve anything like the type of growth in
real per capita income that we have become
used to, then a substantial increase in
productivity growth will be required.” 9
So, why aren’t we innovating the way we should
be? And what needs to change in order for us
to use this growth lever more effectively?

Beyond the direct effect, the cumulative
impact of company-level innovation on national
productivity is far more than the sum of its
parts. Competition and positive spillovers act
to amplify the firm-level benefits, as new ideas
are diffused through the economy, and less
productive businesses exit through a process
of creative destruction.
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Innovation and science are critical for Australia to
deliver new sources of growth, maintain high-wage
jobs and seize the next wave of economic prosperity.
Innovation is about new and existing businesses
creating new products, processes and business
models. It is about tech entrepreneurs working
on the latest product but, equally, about farmers
using sensor technology to improve yields, or a
business bringing new products to market.10
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